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With Object FIX ZIP you'll be able to repair damaged ZIP archives, as well as extract damaged files from
corrupted ZIP archives. This software package is simple to use and has intuitive navigation options. It is able to

fix all major ZIP formats and... Are you looking for a program to quickly and easily repair damaged ZIP
archives? Do you need a way to test the integrity of ZIP files? Would you like to get the original ZIP file back in
case its files are damaged? The program ObjectFIXZIP Pro will help you to repair damaged ZIP archives, to test

the integrity of ZIP files or to extract damaged files from ZIP archives in a few steps. With its intuitive user
interface you will be able to easily access the necessary options and go through the necessary steps.

ObjectFIXZIP Pro is packed in a user friendly interface with a four step wizard, so all you have to do is follow
the instructions in each stage and let ObjectFIXZIP Pro take care of the rest. ObjectFIXZIP Pro - Repair,

Integrate and Extract ZIP Archives It's packed in a user-friendly interface that consists of a four-step wizard, so
all you have to do is follow the instructions in each stage and let ObjectFIXZIP Pro take care of the rest. The

software program's able to check the status of one or multiple ZIP archives at a time, including self-extracting
archives (SFX executables). It doesn't matter whether or not the files in question are encrypted. If that's the
case, then you simply need to enter the correct password to continue. Test archive integrity, reconstruct the
original ZIP, and extract files In the second wizard step you can assign one or more tasks to ObjectFIXZIP Pro
when it comes to testing the ZIP file's data integrity, creating a new and undamaged ZIP file wherever this is
possible, and extracting the file contents from the broken archive. Furthermore, you can set the new ZIP file's
name and saving directory, as well as indicate an output folder for saving extracted ZIP files (the name of the
original ZIP archive can be given to this directory). Log details are shown during the recovery operation, and
this task can be canceled if you change your mind. On completion, the tool displays the number of processed
archives and extracted files, and it gives you the possibility to explore the repaired ZIP or extracted files, or to

attempt to fix another file instead. Evaluation and conclusion The program didn't hang, crash or
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What is Object Fix ZIP? Object Fix ZIP is a well-designed software application for recovering files from
corrupted ZIP archives, as well as extracting them. It was developed specifically to do this purpose. In short,

Object Fix ZIP is a powerful package that includes recovery and extraction options, in order to help you check
the archive's integrity and extract files from it, so that the original ZIP can be recreated. Following the four-

step wizard, you should be able to assign one or more options to Object Fix ZIP for checking the archive file's
data integrity, creating a new and undamaged ZIP archive, and extracting its files. Key Features of Object Fix

ZIP Object Fix ZIP is packed in a user-friendly interface that consists of a four-step wizard. All you have to do to
initiate a recovery or file extraction process is to follow the instructions in each step and let the program take
care of the rest. Worst case scenario: Object Fix ZIP will try to create a new and undamaged ZIP archive in the

specified directory, regardless of the original archive's corruption status. You can also assign one or more
recovery or extraction options (such as a process priority, zip password, etc.) to Object Fix ZIP when it comes

to checking the archive's integrity and extracting its files. Object Fix ZIP has a built-in system to show the
application's progress in the form of a message bar, it shows log details as it's carrying out its work, and it also

gives you the option to cancel the operation. After recovering files from a corrupt ZIP archive, Object Fix ZIP
opens a folder for saving the extracted files. Object Fix ZIP User's Guide How to find out about new version?

You can check for the new version if you want. To do that, you will find an icon "check for update" on the
program's left side panel. To install the new version, just double-click it and install it. How to uninstall Object
Fix ZIP? This can be done by uninstalling the software. You just have to click the window uninstaller. How to
check object Fix ZIP version? To check the version of Object Fix ZIP, please refer to the image above. How to

download Object Fix ZIP? You can download the latest version from this link. It's free, fast and simple. .
Download Object Fix ZIP OS Requirements Object Fix ZIP Operating system: Windows XP, Vista, 7, b7e8fdf5c8
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Object FIX ZIP is a tool designed to extract files within corrupt ZIP archives, in order to recreate the original ZIP
file in intact form. It can not only be used to repair archives, but also to test partially damaged or incompletely
downloaded ZIPs. Find a file or directory within a ZIP archive You don't have to have seen a ZIP file before to
start up Object FIX ZIP. You simply need to select the ZIP file you want to access, then start the wizard. The
tool will open the archive's directory and display the latest files found inside it. Simply press the Next button to
begin the recovery process. View archive contents Object FIX ZIP can check the ZIP file's status during the
repair process and provide information on its file content. This step involves exploring the archive using a
detailed view as well as a simple view. For example, it can show you the total number of files in the ZIP
archive, the file extension used to open this archive, the file type, and the archive's total data size. Also, it can
tell you whether the archive contains self-extracting (SFX) files, such as an executable (.exe file) or.zip file
packed with an archive opener (.zipx file). As a result, you can skip this step in cases where the archive's job
isn't self-contained. Test archive integrity To determine the true value of the archive, Object FIX ZIP can be
used to check the ZIP file's data. Simply click the View properties button, and it'll show you the archive's
integrity. It can confirm that the ZIP archive is broken or damaged, that the archive is encrypted, that the
archive's entries have been modified, or that the archive is empty. With this information, you'll be able to
carefully plan the repair, update or extract operations, as necessary. Reconstruct the original ZIP Object FIX
ZIP can help you to recover a ZIP archive that's been corrupted by modifying its data. The program will
automatically rebuild the ZIP file from the original data, if possible, and provide it to you so you can then select
it as the archive to be repaired. If this option isn't available, then the program will create a copy of the
damaged ZIP file and patch its empty entries. It then extracts the desired files from the copy. However, if you
want to reconstruct the original ZIP as well, then Object FIX ZIP will use its own auto-detection feature to
reconstruct your damaged archive. File extraction

What's New in the Object FIX ZIP?

Object FIX ZIP is a powerful, user-friendly and reliable software utility designed to repair damaged ZIP archives
and extracts their files. It doesn't need any specialist knowledge to carry out the tasks associated with
repairing and extracting archives, and it can analyze and extract ZIP files regardless of their encryption. This
program can be used in Microsoft Windows operating systems (from XP to 8). In addition to Windows, it is also
designed for Mac OS X (from Tiger to Mavericks) and Linux. It's compatible with all Windows compilers, and can
analyze and repair archives created by WinRAR (from version 2.x and earlier) and WinZIP (from version 9.x and
earlier). Furthermore, Object FIX ZIP can extract files from self-extracting archives created by WinZip (from
version 9.x and earlier). ObjectFIX ZIP features: Extract and repair damaged and incomplete ZIP archives:
ObjectFIX ZIP can analyze and repair damaged ZIP archives, and extract files from both partially corrupt and
damaged ZIP archives. It can extract and repair files from multiple damaged ZIP archives, and analyze and
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repair incomplete ZIP files. ObjectFIX ZIP can repair ZIP archives generated by WinZip (from version 9.x and
earlier). The program can analyze and repair self-extracting archives created by WinZip (from version 9.x and
earlier). ObjectFIX ZIP can repair and recover whole ZIP archives. The utility is able to recover files from whole
corrupted ZIP archives. It can identify files that are located in invalid UTF-16 format. It can recover files from
encrypted ZIP archives without using a password. Compare ZIP archive data integrity: ObjectFIX ZIP enables
you to compare the data integrity of two damaged ZIP archives. To do this, you need to select ZIP archives that
contain the same files, regardless of whether the archives were generated by RAR or ZIP. You can also assign
tasks to the utility, for example, to extract from the damaged archive or to test its integrity. ObjectFIX ZIP can
examine any number of selected ZIP archives, and display details regarding their file contents and integrity.
ObjectFIX ZIP enables you to compare the data integrity of archives stored in a multisession format, such as
RAR 5.x. Search and extract files from partially damaged ZIP archives: ObjectFIX ZIP enables you to search for
and recover lost files within partially damaged ZIP archives. This function will work if the archive isn
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System Requirements For Object FIX ZIP:

Minimum: OS: Windows 10, Windows 8, Windows 7, Windows Vista (32-bit or 64-bit) Windows 10, Windows 8,
Windows 7, Windows Vista (32-bit or 64-bit) CPU: Intel Core 2 Duo, AMD Athlon 64 X2, AMD Phenom, or similar
Intel Core 2 Duo, AMD Athlon 64 X2, AMD Phenom, or similar RAM: 1 GB 1 GB Hard Disk Space: 2 GB 2 GB
DirectX: Version 9.0c Version 9.
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